READING

SPELLINGS

MATHS

Remember to read 3-4 times a

Don’t forget to practise your

Practise your times tables, up to 12

week. Ask an adult to write in

spellings weekly and learn any

x 12. Your Times Table Rockstars

your reading journal.

key words.



Find something at home that is really old or
waiting to be thrown out – create the most
persuasive advert you can for your rubbish!

3pts



Write a discussion text about a topic of
your choice.

2pts



Find a partner. Start with a simple sentence.
Take it in turns to add clauses to your
sentence – whoever adds the last clause wins!

2pts



At home, discuss what kinds of book you like
to read. What genre are they? Write a simple
description of books in your favourite genre.
E.g. My book is a thriller. Thrillers are…

2pts



Complete the weekly task on Mathletics.

3pts



Write down your age in years and months (eg 10
years 8 months). Write your age as a fraction
(10 8/12). Write that fraction as simply as you
can (10 2/3). Now write your age as an improper
fraction (32/3). Compare your fraction with at
least two other people – can they simplify their
improper fraction?

3pts



Earn 5000 more coins on Times Table
Rockstars!

3pts



Ask someone for a 3 digit number. Write the
number at the top of a large piece of paper.
Underneath, write two numbers which add to
give your number. Keep going – how many layers
will your wall have?

3pts

log in is in your Reading Journal.



Write about a time that you showed
courage and illustrate it.

2pts



Create a poem that shows our value of
courage.

2pts



Build and test a range of parachutes that
protect a small object (like an egg!). Record
evidence and present on your finished product.

4pts

Incredible Inventions



Design a new product that people would
want to buy! You could draw a blueprint for
your invention too!

2pts

Believe ~ Learn ~ Grow



Create a detailed blueprint of an invention
in your home – make sure you annotate the
important parts!

3pts



Research a famous inventor and present
this as creatively as you wish!

3pts



Research an invention that is significant to
you and create a timeline of how it
developed.

3pts



Create a video explaining how an invention in
your home works (toasters are a good one if
you’re stuck for ideas!). This can be sent to the
Office.

4pts

YEAR 6
TERM 3 – Incredible Inventions
This is your pick and mix home
learning.
Complete at least 1 of these
activities each week, handing the
completed home learning in on a
Friday. You should spend no
longer than 1 hour per week on
an activity and take activities
from all of the different sections.

Home Learning Certificates
Bronze – 6 points, Silver – 10 points,
Gold – 15 points, Platinum – 20 points
25pts+ Special Award!

